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Abstract 
 
The process of filmmaking starts with an idea and is brought forth to reality through a 
collaborative effort.  
This paper will include the process of producing a film through each step from the conception to 
completion of my thesis film “Red Bean Monday.”   
I will thoroughly discuss the writing, producing, cinematography, directing, editing, sound, 
technology, and workflow. I will also discuss things I have learned as a filmmaker through the 
successes and failures that I determined based on surveys from audience participation. 
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          CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
I initially wanted to do a comedy before writing “Red Bean Monday” (Carter, 2013). 
Since my last comedy “Neighbors” (Carter, 2009), I have been working in the genre of dramas 
and felt the need and desire to return to comedy.  My previous two film projects involved serious 
social subject matters such as H.I.V. and sexual abuse.  
“Preaching Silence” (Carter, 2010) was written by David Kency. This movie is about a 
son who discovers that his father, who sexually abused him as a child, now needs him as a donor 
to save his life. “One night” (Carter, 2009) is about a man who has a one-night affair and 
awakens to discover that he has possibly been exposed to H.I.V.  
My initial thesis project was a script entitled “Sneaker Junkie,” which was a script that I 
wrote while taking a screenwriting class with Erik Hansen. It is a comedy about Juan who is a 
very successful businessman who has a fetish for sneakers. His girlfriend of six years gives him 
an ultimatum: to love her or his sneakers. 
This project posed a big challenge solely because of the locations and the amount of 
actors I would have needed to accomplish this goal. During a consultation with my major 
professor, Laszlo Fulop, he also thought that it was a challenge and that I should create a more 
practical story.  
 I was now faced with coming up with another script and prospects before the fall 
semester, which was my anticipated graduation date. During the summer, my goal was to submit 
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a new script and prospectus, but I didn’t know where to start. I didn’t have any fresh ideas to 
begin the new task.  
As I sat in front of my computer staring at a blank screen, a thought came about a fellow 
Marine I knew while serving my country. The Marine got into a bar brawl and killed the person 
he fought. Even though he was provoked by being attacked, he had a chance to walk away, but 
he didn’t and continued to attack his aggressor. The end result was him receiving a manslaughter 
charge and serving time in prison. 
 Then a post from someone on Facebook caught my attention about African American 
men not taking care of their children. This is an ongoing issue in America, not just in African 
American communities. When a situation arises and a parent leaves the family, it is the child 
who suffers from not living in a two-parent home. 
  There is another side to this story as well. There are men who do take on the 
responsibility to take care of their children and are active in their children’s lives whether they 
are with the children’s  mother or not.   
I wanted to tell the story of someone who, due to uncontrollable circumstances, stopped 
to be involved in his child’s life. I wanted to examine what that person would go through to 
reconnect with his child again.   
 
 
 
[3] 
 
Writing 
During the scriptwriting process, I began jotting down ideas about the premise of the 
movie. The comment that was made on Facebook really captivated my thoughts, mostly because 
I am a single father. 
 I started brainstorming; I wanted to address the abandonment issue with some unusual 
circumstance involved. My initial thought was about a father leaving his daughter for selfish 
reasons, only to return years later in an attempt to be part of her life.  
 Then other elements came in to play: what if the father wasn’t there because of             
unforeseeable circumstances? What if the mother was alive? What if she was attacked, but was 
living in a vegetative state? How can I get the daughter to not like the father and create conflict 
between them? These are some of the questions I was asking myself on paper while 
brainstorming. With this in mind, I had to set up the scenario of the father leaving the daughter, 
but it had to warrant some kind of justification so that the audience didn’t hate my protagonist.  
I decided to make my character a blue-collar guy that was put in a bad situation which 
resulted in prison time. Because of the intricate details of my protagonist’s situation, I consulted 
with a lawyer. I began inquiring about my character’s situation and the consequences as if it 
were an actual case. During the conversation, I was informed that the situation I was creating for 
the character carried four years in prison for manslaughter. My intention was for Carter, the main 
character, to spend more time away so that the resentment his daughter feels toward him is 
intense.  
[4] 
 
In further conversations, it was brought to my attention that if Carter had a prior felony, 
he would get the mandatory minimum of twenty years and could receive three years off for good 
behavior. This information provided me with facts that allowed me to create the time frame in 
which Carter spends time in jail. This also provided the necessary time for the daughter to 
mature into a young adult in order to add conflict to Carter’s goal.  
   When designing my character, I enlisted the help of Henry Griffin and Erik Hansen 
because of their screenwriting backgrounds. Although they were not on my committee, they 
helped me by giving me notes and reading over my many drafts of the script. I was really 
adamant about my lead character not having a thuggish mentality. Henry and I disagreed on this. 
I felt that a person such as Carter would be humbled by his experience and would just want to 
put his life back in order the best way he could. Henry felt that a person spending that much time 
in prison would be angry at the world and this would reflect in his attitude.  
  I did more research and decided to compromise and have Carter display a hostile 
attitude towards his parole officer and his mother-in-law. I didn’t want Carter to have a negative 
attitude toward his daughter, Casey, but instead to convey to his daughter that she owes him this 
relationship. In the first draft of the script, I started the plot with Carter in the probation office. I 
set up the conflict with Mr. Roberts, his parole officer.  
   I felt this would be a good setup for exposition in order to explain to the audience why 
Carter was incarcerated. As a writer this allowed me to have the character express his wants and 
needs. While composing the second draft, I felt I should show the reason why Carter went to jail 
instead of him talking about it, this way the audience would better connect with Carter. I didn’t 
want the audience to think too negatively about Carter. 
[5] 
 
When creating the character of Mr. Roberts, I first wrote him as someone who looked at 
Carter as a criminal and didn’t have any sympathy towards him. Somewhere in the later drafts of 
the script, Mr. Roberts became a little more sympathetic towards Carter by trying to assure him 
that he was trying to help him.   
   While writing, I realized I needed a reason for Carter not knowing about his wife's 
passing. I allowed Henry Griffin to read a previous draft. He felt that 17 years was too long for 
Carter not to know that his wife was deceased. This led me to do some research. I called an 
acquaintance that works as a deputy at Elaine Hunt Correctional Center and inquired about 
prisoners receiving news about a death in the family. The response was that the family would 
contact the chaplain of the prison and then he would pass it on to the inmate.   
This information was utilized by creating a backstory that explained that Carter’s wife 
was having complications from her attack, which caused her and Casey to move in with Sally, 
the grandmother. This also added conflict to the scene with Carter and Sally, Carter’s mother-in-
law.  
I also wanted to create a short arch for the antagonist, Sally. This was instrumental in 
finding out who Carter is and what he went through. It was also a way to introduce Casey, his 
daughter, and to transition him to being at the restaurant while Casey was at work.   
       The restaurant where Casey worked was a place that I could use to setup the introduction of 
her. This also created an opportunity to use the chef, Lou, as a voice of understanding for Carter. 
While creating Lou’s character, I was wondering if he knew Carter because his wife had 
previously worked at the restaurant. I did know that Lou’s presence would spark curiosity 
especially if Casey worked at the same restaurant where her mother worked.  
[6] 
 
To solve this, I decided to use dialogue to communicate to the audience who Lou was.  
Since I didn’t have any hands-on experience with the subject and content of the story, more 
research was needed. Some of my research entailed calling professionals in the law and 
correctional fields, talking to women who grew up without a father and some who meet their 
fathers later in life. I then watched a couple of movies that involve the same type of conflict.  
I watched “The Wrestler” (Aronofsky, 2008), which was a movie about a washed-up 
wrestler who is trying to maintain his past and attempts to rekindle a relationship with his 
estranged daughter after his career is practically over.  I also watched “He Got Game” (Lee, 
1998), a movie about a father who is offered a reduced jail sentence if he can convince his son 
who is an All-Star high school basketball player to go to the State College which is the Alma 
Mater of the prison’s warden. I also watched a made for TV movie titled “A Father’s Choice” 
(Cain, 2000) about a man who is left to take care of his children after his ex-wife and her 
husband were murdered.  
I watched these movies for information how Carter and Casey should act towards each 
other. Casey’s character was influenced by the daughter Stephanie played by actress Evan 
Rachel Wood in the movie “The Wrestler” (Aronofsky, 2008). Carter’s character was influenced 
by the father Jake Shuttlesworth played by Denzel Washington in the movie “He Got Game” 
(Lee, 1998). 
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Producing 
  Prior to my initial shoot date in April, I was raising funds through the crowd sourcing 
platform Kickstarter. Not receiving the projected funds forced my decision to push the date back 
so that I can regroup.  My initial budget was $15,000; it was steep but I wanted to make this 
right. Since I never had any luck getting experienced students to help out on my shoots, I decided 
that I was going to hire a professional crew comprised of people that I have worked with 
previously.  
  I started another campaign, this time on Indigogo and I created another promo video. 
The last video that was submitted to Kickstarter was not appealing, I was practically sitting in 
front of the camera just asking for money like every other video I saw. This new video had to be 
entertaining and creative.  
Mike Sanchez, who was my Director of Photography, shot and lit the video which 
featured me in roles as producer, director, writer, and cinematographer. Mike composited and 
edited the footage in After Effects. This campaign wasn’t as successful as I would have wanted it 
to be. I only raised 1,200 dollars through Indigogo, another $1,000 from donations in hard cash 
from the first campaign, and my mom helped me sponsor a casino bus ride to Silver Slipper 
Casino.  
  I collected $800.00 from that and raised another $4,000 from relatives and close friends.  
Most of my budget went to locations, payment of the actors, renting a scooter, paying my sound 
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guy and a substitute D.P. because of Mike not being able to work the rest of the shoot since he 
was getting married.                              
Within the realms of producing, I also secured locations. The first location I was trying to 
procure was the Probation and Parole office on St. Charles Ave. A problem arose during a 
meeting with the Director of Parole and probation: he wanted me to get a list of people that were 
going to be working so they could get security clearances. The problem was that I didn’t have 
any crew yet nor a polished script.    
   Once the script was finished with dates set in stone, the Director of the Parole office 
wasn’t sure anymore whether or not he could help me. I was then in a position where I had to 
look for a place that I could transform into a parole office. I found a place for my probation 
office at the Harmony House Retirement Center. There I was allowed to use the vacant upstairs 
offices.  
  Most of the locations chosen for this production didn’t require me to have an art 
department, however the office area I secured needed set decorating. I needed to transform this 
office so it would look similar to the parole office on St. Charles Avenue. I called Laura Duvall, 
a former UNO student, and asked if she would help me create a collage of photos of wanted and 
missing persons, mimicking the parole office. Even though the collage isn’t clearly seen in the 
actual movie, I thought it was important to have it. 
   Originally, I wanted to use a diner for the restaurant and I didn’t want to use something 
that has already been used by any of my colleagues. I had two choices for authentic diners, one 
was on Decatur Street and the other one was in New Roads, Louisiana. I am really big on 
production values, so I was excited about the diner in New Roads. The reason for this wasn’t 
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because it was used in “Miracle at St. Anna” (Lee, 2008), only because it had a look that I 
imagined the story needed.  
   The problem that arose in New Roads was the distance; this was going to increase my 
budget with travel expenses alone. The diner on Decatur was better because it was in the city; the 
drawback was that it was located in the French Quarter which was going to be terrible for sound.  
    One day I went to eat at Willie Mae’s Scotch House. While there, I began to imagine the 
scenes taking place where I was sitting. After I finished eating I talked to the owner and asked if 
I could use her place of business to shoot the restaurant scenes. She granted me permission, for a 
fee of course, but the good thing about this location was that I was also able to secure the block 
before and behind the restaurant for the outside scenes I wrote in the script.  
   For the other scenes, such as Sally’s house and Carter’s bedroom, I used my house that 
gave me control of the environment. My neighbors worked with me to keep it as quiet as 
possible for sound purposes. I was also able to use Bullets, a neighborhood bar, free of charge for 
the earlier scenes with the younger Carter. The only other location besides Willie Mae’s Scotch 
House I had to pay for was the Broadmoor Park, because it is a park associated with N.O.R.D.  
  Other expenses were for wardrobe, the second camera, Zeiss compact primes, 
expendables, props, craft services, gas for the grip truck, catering, cast, SAG, radio rental, and 
the rental of the scooter. Through the producing process, I learned a lot, and it also kept me on 
my toes especially with having a budget.  
As a producer I had to make several key decisions that I felt made the film better. My 
initial assessment was to shoot the movie in four days. I only had so much money and my cast 
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and crew also had other obligations. So when we began on Jun 15th, +I was trying to shoot as 
much as possible.  
I scheduled 29 scenes to be shot that weekend. The first two days worked out fine. The 
only thing that went wrong with the Saturday shoot was that I scheduled the shoot a little too late 
in the evening. This was an issue because the scene was a daytime scene, and I realized I was 
going to have to reshoot this scene.  
The next day, we were shooting the scenes at Willie Mae’s Scotch House and I was 
supposed to be there at 6 pm but at that time I was still shooting the scene with Carter and Sally 
at Sally’s house. Because we were pushed for time and short of crew I wasn’t able to shoot 
everything I had planned and was not willing to compromise the movie. I scheduled the next 
weekend to pick up the shots. The only thing I needed to pick up was some of the inside scenes 
of the restaurant.  
The shoot worked out well despite the fact that the scene was incomplete and a reshoot 
was in the near future. One of my actresses wasn’t able to make it so I had to work around her 
schedule and the next available date was the following weekend. Circumstances beyond my 
control prevented me from shooting the following weekend, so I decided that, since the weekend 
of July Fourth was bad, I would wait and hopefully raise more money to continue the shoot.  
At the end of the day, once I reflected on the situation, I realized I could have scheduled 
the shoot better and could have stretched it out to the six days as I had originally planned it. 
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Casting  
The first film I directed, Black Saturday (Carter, 2004), proved to be a terrible experience in 
regards to casting. The actors chosen were confident but far from professional, a fact that was 
noted by an opinionated, harsh critic who stated “the movie was garbage, the actors were 
horrible and the director needs to be ashamed.” I was crushed by the criticism; although it was 
countered by positive feedback (friends that tried to console me). That experience stuck with me 
and contributed to my decision to use casting directors for all future projects.  
    When producing “Preaching Silence” (Carter 2011), a requirement for my advanced 
film production course, I was introduced to Jacqueline Fleming. Jacqueline is a local actor who 
has a studio in town. She initially put me in touch with casting director Mae Chapman who used 
her studio to hold the casting for “Preaching Silence (Carter 2011)”.  
   When it came to casting for “Red Bean Monday” (Carter 2013), I decided to use her 
again when the first Casting Director, Brent Caballero, was overwhelmed with other projects. I 
held my casting at UNO and Mae sent out notices for casting. My major concern with casting 
was to make sure the actors looked as if they could complement each other as family members, 
i.e. mother, daughter, father, and grandmother. Several actors came out to audition for Carter, 
though one of the actor’s, Orlando Street’s audition proved that he was what I was looking for in 
Carter. Orlando’s audition performance was very commanding; he portrayed the emotions I felt 
Carter should have, also he took direction very well. 
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     My next challenge was to cast a younger Carter for the flashback scenes. The challenge 
was to find someone who could give the impression of a younger version of his character. 
Through looking over a dozen of headshots and audition videos, I found my young Carter in 
Evan Cleaver. The role for the grandmother was a no brainer once she was suggested by Brent.  
    I heard about Ms. Carol Sutton through different associates in the local filmmakers’ 
community. Once I saw her in diverse roles from an audition tape that I viewed, I knew I had my 
grandmother character. The actress playing the daughter Casey was hard to find because I felt 
that the she had to look believable as his daughter.  
    Jon Gunnar Gylfason, a fellow graduate student, recommended Nicole Lovince as the 
daughter. I was familiar with Nikki’s work as she was regular involved working with the UNO 
filmmakers’ community. However, I didn’t want to cast Nikki because she was in so many UNO 
films; I wanted to use a fresh face. I invited her to the auditions with about six other young 
women. It finally came down to deciding between this young lady named Hilary and Nikki. 
Nikki gave a tear-dropping performance and won the part.  
The supporting actors weren’t as hard of a choice as the principal actors. Lance Nichols, 
who plays Mr. Roberts, was a role that Lance picked. When I was casting for “Preaching 
Silence” (Carter, 2011), Lance contacted me through a student in his workshop to inform me that 
he was interested in the script. However, we didn’t work together because Lance is a SAG actor 
and that project wasn’t a SAG signatory film. When I wrote this film, I initially made a decision 
to sign up with SAG to allow myself the opportunity to cast SAG actors. Upon doing this, I sent 
Lance a script and informed him that I was doing the project under the SAG student film 
agreement and he agreed to play the part of Mr. Roberts. When writing the part for Lou, I had 
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imagined Graylen Banks for this role. Graylen is an extended family member and is always 
sharing his wisdom to me through different colloquialisms. The dialog for Lou was designed 
from past conversations I have had with him. It was a fun challenge to write something that 
would fit with the character of what a real person would say.  
 
Directing  
   As a director, I believe that your priority is to be a storyteller. One has to be in tuned to 
the human spirit; also the goal is to be able to touch someone emotionally with your work. This 
was my goal with this film; I wanted to tell the story of someone who was taken away from his 
family and his journey in making things right in his life again and to replicate the human 
emotions that relate. 
    My approach to this film was different from how I had approached the directing of my 
other projects. This time, I tried to stay away from the camera and dedicate my time on set to my 
actors, making sure that they know the meaning of the scene and the direction of the character. 
    I felt that in order to get the best out of my actors I needed to give them my attention.  
My approach with each actor was to talk with them about the character and the character’s goal 
for each scene. In the class Performance and Direction, Phil Karnell taught about speaking to the 
actor objectively and this helped me out a lot on set.  
   At night, I would go home and read the script and write down action verbs that were 
associated with what I wanted to communicate to the actors. I would then write out the objective 
of that character for a specific scene. There was a scene when Carter walks up to Sally’s door. 
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Ms. Carol wanted to know what the scene was about. I told her what her objective was and what 
she as a character wanted out of the scene. My communication was received and she gave me the 
performance I was looking for.  
This worked with Nikki as well in the scene when Carter approaches her from behind and 
she then asks him where he was when her mother was ill. The first two takes where okay, but I 
needed more emotions from Nikki, so I pulled her to the side and we had a talk. I used my 
experience from the acting class using the “as if” method to help her get into her character. When 
we went back to shooting and I called action, Nikki gave two great takes. It was my mistake in 
only shooting two takes of her performance ,because I was forced to not use one of them due to 
focus issues. When getting that kind of emotions from an actor it is best that the camera is 
prepared and that the focus point is measured to insure proper focus. 
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Cinematography 
   I have been my own cinematographer in most of the films I have done in my career at 
UNO. My experience in camera work started when I worked as a news photographer at WAFB. 
Though my focus is becoming a director, I still make my living as a camera operator of music 
videos and other forms of video productions. Since my decision was to only direct and produce 
this film, I enlisted the help of Mike Sanchez to be my cinematographer.  
    Mike and I created an overhead diagram and a shot list for where the camera would be 
placed, so that when it was time to shoot we wouldn’t be spending a lot of time figuring out 
where to put the camera. We had several meetings discussing the action and the look of the film. 
I wanted this to be a collaborative effort between Mike and myself which in the end worked out 
well.  
   I didn’t have many problems on set; the only major issue was in having to step up as 
the director of photography for the rest of the film, because Mike was getting married and I had 
pick up shots and reshoots. For most of the scenes we utilized the available light and used 
practical lights to accent the scene.  
The first time we shot the scene with Carter and Sally, it was shot on a porch. Darkness 
was settling upon us and the shots were going to be impossible to color correct. To maintain 
continuity I had to make a decision to reschedule the porch scene. When we reconvened and 
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reshot the scene with Carter and Sally, it started to rain. After the rain stopped after about thirty 
minutes, there was not any sun to match the wide shot I had previously shot. I quickly decided to 
move the scene inside and blasted the 5K Fresnel covered with full CTO into a 4x4 silk outside 
the windows to give the effect of the sunshine.  This decision proved successful and really 
exposed the emotion that I was originally looking for in that scene. 
The only big setup in this movie was lighting the night time shots with Carter and Casey. 
My gaffer Sherwin Akbarzadeh had to backlight the block with a 5K Fresnel so that I had 
enough light in the background to bring the block to life. Then Sherwin used a Nine Light to give 
the cast some frontal lighting. At the end of this experience, I worked well with my crew; I had a 
lot of help from Mike Sanchez, Sherwin Akbarzadeh, Joe Sokeman, and Charlie Cooper. Joe and 
Charlie both filled in for Sherwin after I lost him due to rescheduling. 
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Editing 
To me editing is like putting the finishing touches to a painted canvas. In the MFA 
handbook it states that a film is written three times: when it is written, when it is directed and 
when the film is edited (Film Graduate Handbook pg. 5). In the case of “Red Bean Monday” 
(Carter, 2013), I have to say this is true.  
When writing “Red Bean Monday” (Carter, 2013), I thought of it as a linear story. Once I 
started editing I saw the story differently. I felt that the opening in the script would serve as a 
backstory so the audience would understand Carter’s struggle. I wanted to show what happened 
instead of every five minutes Carter telling somebody what happened.  
Since I had a while until my pick-up shots, I assembled the footage I had. I saw then that 
I wanted to tell the story of what happened in Carter's past parallel to the present story. I didn’t 
really approach the editing with any kind of style in mind, my approach was simply to apply 
what was taught in Danny Retz’s class: cut for emotion, to advance the story, for rhythm, for eye 
trace, for two dimensional plane of screen, and for three dimensional space of action (Murch 17-
20).  
Once I completed shooting, I was able to complete the puzzle. Danny Retz helped me as 
an Editorial Consultant by working with me to produce a final cut as I was getting notes from 
Laszlo Fulop, Hamp Overton, Henry Griffin, and Erik Hansen. 
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Sound 
    From past experience I have realized that sound is very important when shooting. One 
of the most important lessons I learned, is that you have to be aware of your surrounding and 
choose locations where you can somewhat control what is being recorded. I decided early that I 
would get someone who is serious about sound and can save me a lot of time by capturing the 
best possible sound on set. I recruited Michael Gilbert to be my sound mixer. 
     I met Michael Gilbert my first semester in Henry Griffin’s directing class. We would 
always talk about working on different projects together and now the opportunity presented 
itself.   
I started working on sound design as soon as I started editing. I used sounds from 
different sound libraries that were available to me. I did a lot of the sound editing in Avid before 
I exported an AAF file to import into Pro Tools. This presented a challenge within itself being 
that I didn’t have any proper experience in sound mixing. Prior to shooting my thesis film I had 
taken Rob Racine’s production and postproduction sound classes. In the postproduction sound 
class Rob taught editing dialogue and creating a sound design using a program called Nuendo by 
Steinberg, not Pro tools.  
The holidays were approaching and I was still editing. My plan was to have the edit 
finished so that I could have a locked picture and then move my project into the post-sound 
finishing suite at school. This didn’t work out the way I planned it, mainly because I had not 
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locked picture and was still editing during the holidays. I had previously purchased the latest 
version of Pro Tools and began learning the interface and comparing what I knew about Nuendo 
to Pro Tools.  
Because I didn’t have enough in my budget to hire a post-sound editor, I took on the 
challenge myself. Michael Gilbert as well as other music producers and sound engineers talked 
me through the minor setbacks I encountered. However, when it came to scoring the soundtrack, 
I had to find someone who could donate some time to the project. Last fall, I took the class 
Music in Film where I met my composer Jim Greer. My goal for “Red Bean Monday” (Carter, 
2013) was to have an original score attached. In conversations with Jim, I expressed this with 
him and he told me of his desire to score movies and his willingness to work on my film.  
In conclusion of this section, I have a newfound respect for the people who are musicians 
and audio technicians. I have learned that there is a job for every one and a specific person for 
every job. I thank my fellow collaborators that dealt with me during the postproduction process 
and I feel that we have done a great job with the finished product. 
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Technology and Work flow 
Shooting “Red Bean Monday” (Carter, 2013), I utilized two Canon 5 D MkII EOS 
cameras accompanied with a set of Zeiss compact primes along with the schools prime-lens kit. 
The normal protocol when shooting with this type of technology is to have a workflow set up on 
set to take the cards as they are full. Then transfer the footage to a hard drive and keep some 
extra cards on set to repeat the process. This is done to ensure that there is enough storage space 
on the cards to continue shooting without a break. 
However, I didn’t use this workflow. I didn’t think about this prior to shooting. While on 
set, I made sure that I had enough CF cards to hold out until after the shoot. I had a total of 12 
cards varying in size. The smallest size I had were four 8GB CF cards which were only used for 
still photography.  
The camera operators would give me the CF cards in a plastic wallet at the end of the 
shoot. After we wrapped for the night, I would go home and copy the footage to three hard drives 
for backup. Each of the hard drives contained folders that where labeled with the dates of the 
shoot.  
Once I finished the first weekend of the shoot, I transcoded the footage to Avid DNX 
35:1 so that I could edit the movie in a lower resolution to save space and CPU usage. I edited 
the footage on my home system, and brought the complete edit to the finishing suite where I re-
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linked the final cut to its original resolution to color correct. Mike Sanchez insisted that he would 
color correct since he was the Director of Photography. We worked on the color correction for 
about three days; the footage needed minimal touch ups as we didn’t have many problems on the 
shoot.  
 From that process I had achieved a picture lock. I then made three copies of the final cut. 
The reason for doing this was to extract the audio from picture so that I can export it in to Pro 
Tools along with video. The other copy was so that if I had made a mistake, I had another copy 
of the movie to work with. I then exported the AAF file; the next step was to import it into Pro 
Tools. 
 Here is where the problem began. I did all the necessary editing and mixing in Pro Tools. 
Once finished, I brought it to Michael Gilbert to produce a 5.1 surround mix. When bringing it in 
Michael’s system, the project couldn’t bring in the work that I had previously done because he 
was working in an earlier version of Pro Tools. So that meant I would have to start the mixing 
process over.  
Also, Michael suggested that I use both tracks of audio to mix between. Since I deleted 
the unnecessary audio while editing the picture, I had to go back to Avid to retrieve the second 
track of audio. Once I did this, I exported the audio as an AAF file and imported the project into 
Pro Tools where I redesigned the mix for a final output. 
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                                                CHAPTER 3 
Analysis  
As of writing this paper, I have not yet screened my movie publicly. Recently I sent Erik 
Hansen a copy and his reply was that he enjoyed the movie and that he thought that I did a good 
job. I then asked Erik and Hamp Overton if I could screen the movie in the classes they were 
teaching. They both approved.  
I screened the film in Erik Hansen’s 2260 class and Hamp Overton’s 2510 class. For 
feedback I passed out a questionnaire to the class and encouraged verbal feedback from the 
audience as to what did or didn’t work for them. For the majority the film worked as it was. For 
some it was a matter of opinion and they could not support it with facts; however the film still 
worked for them.  
These screenings proved to me that I was able to create a story where a diverse audience 
could understand what I was attempting as a screenwriter/director. The experience also gave me 
confidence because I screened the film for a group of filmmaking students and the movie was 
still well received.   
When writing this story, I didn’t quite think about theme, I just wanted to tell an 
interesting story on the subject of abandonment in today’s society. Then I got deeper into the 
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story and was really concentrating on Carter’s character. Then, as Carter was going thru these 
different obstacles, I realized that this story was more about redemption. Carter wanted another 
chance to redeem himself. He stood up to Sally because he wanted another chance at being a 
father.  
As a filmmaker I am proud of my accomplishment and think that I have grown as a 
storyteller. With this body of work representing the culmination of all that I have learned, I feel 
this is my best film to date.  
I think I have learned a lot as a director and with more experience I will continue to learn 
more. I have gotten past the idea that all a director does is sit behind the monitor. Directing, true 
directing, is hard work.  In “Red Bean Monday” (Carter, 2013), my goal was to give the actors 
my full attention. They just wanted feedback, they wanted to know if they were doing the job 
they were hired to do. Although I still did more than just direct, I mainly focused on my actors. 
This was my main concern, this was what I missed in my other films. The lack of focus on the 
actors was due to wearing many hats at the same time. The difference this time was that my 
actors and the story were priority.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 Conclusion  
In conclusion, I feel that my experience at the University of New Orleans is one that I can 
appreciate embarking upon. I came to the University with some knowledge of film production, 
but realized quickly that I knew little. It has been a pleasure learning more about film as well as 
myself at the University of New Orleans. The one thing that I can definitely say is that I have 
learned how to make movies from the initial concept to its completion. As a filmmaker it has 
truly helped me to understand how a movie is written three times, while writing the script, in the 
directing process of the shoot and, finally, in editing (Film Graduate Handbook pg. 5). It also 
taught me that while editing one should cut for emotion, to advance the story, for rhythm, for eye 
trace, for two dimensional place of space and for three dimensional space of action (Murch 17-
20).  
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Appendix B: Overheads & Shot list
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SCENE 1 INT .BAR- NIGHT (ABOVE) 
1A) LS Carter at bar 
 1B) Dolly RT- Lt of Carter sitting at bar    
 1C) MOTS- Carter asking Laura for the time 
 1D) MOTS- Laura responds to Carter  
 1E) ECU- Carter shakes the glass to signal for another drink  
 1F) ECU-Carter takes a drink of whiskey  
 1G) inserts of liquor bottles, cigarettes burning, glasses with ice in them, beer bottles, and 
people drinking 
 
 
SCENE 2 INT. DINER-NIGHT (Below) 
 2A) ECU- Thru the window of Wendy waiting for someone 
 2B) MWS- Wendy talking to Jeff  
2C) MCU-Jeff suggest Wendy waits  
2D) CU- Wendy looks at Jeff and walks out the door 
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SCENE 3 (Above) EXT. Street- Night 
 3A) LS (Steadicam) - Wendy walking away from restaurant  
 3B) MW (Steadicam)- Wendy Crossing Street   
3C) MS (Steadicam)-Wendy hears cat and garbage fall over and is startled and looks behind 
3D) CU (Steadicam)-Wendy turns after hearing car alarm (dirty w/stranger standing in front.  
3E) ECU-Wendy’s feet 
 
SCENE 4 (Below) EXT. Street- Night 
 4A) LS to MS (Steadicam)-Carter is walking down the street as he gets bumped from a man 
coming from alley. 
 4B) CU (Steadicam- Carters reaction of seeing his wife on the ground 
 4C) MW (Carters P.O.V) (Steadicam)-Wendy lying on ground beaten and violated 
 4D) ECU (Steadicam)-Carters feet 
 
SCENE 5 EXT. Street- Night  
5A) OTS WS (Steadicam) - Carter is on top of stranger beating and choking him 
 5B) CU (Carters P.O.V) - Beating and choking stranger, Carter stops, starts shaking the man, he 
doesn’t move 
5C) CU (Strangers P.O.V) getting beat and choked, Carter stops, he starts shaking the man, he 
doesn’t move 
5D) Low Angle OTS WS stranger dirty (Steadicam) - Carter is on top of stranger beating and 
choking him 
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SCENE 7 (Above) INT Parole Office/ Waiting area – Day 
7A) LS -Carter is sitting in waiting area   
7B) MW- Mr. Roberts greets Carter 
 
SCENE 8( Above) INT Parole Office/ Finger print room 
8A) ECU- Finger prints 
8B) ECU- Mug shot 
 
SCENE 9 (Below) INT. Mr. Roberts Office 
9A) MW- Mr. Roberts leads Carter back into office carter sits down 
9B) MOTS- Mr. Roberts/ Carter conversation 
9C) CU – Mr. Roberts/ Carter conversation 
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SCENE 10 EXT. Street –Day 
10A) Jib Shot WS Taxi pulls to curb, the door opens and Carter gets out, jib follows Carter. 
 
 
 
SCENE 11EXT. Sally’s house-Day 
 11A) MW- Carter walks up to house with flowers in hand, rings doorbell. Sally steps outside of 
house. 
11B) OTS - Carter/ Sally 
11C) CU - Carter/ Sally 
11D) ECU- Flowers in Carter hand/ Exchange of flowers from Carter to Sally 
11E)  ECU- Picture of Casey 
11F)  ECU- Rings Doorbell/ Knock on door 
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SCENE 12EXT. Street- Day 
12A) MS (Steadicam) Carter walking down a familiar street. 
12B) MS (Steadicam) Carters P.O.V. Cars, Rims, people on cell phones 
12C) MS (Steadicam) Carter walks into Willie Mae’s. 
 
 
SCENE 13 INT. Diner –Day 
13A) WS- Carter walks into the diner  
13B) MW (Carters POV) Casey/ Lizzie   
13C) MS- Carter watching Casey as she approaches. 
13D) CU- of picture in Carters hand 
13E) MCU- of Carter sitting at table  
13F) MCU- Cassie bringing drinks and food to carters table 
13G) CU- food on the table 
13H) CU- Carter saying that her mother was his wife. 
 13I) CU- Casey response to Carter saying he knew her mother 
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SCENE 14 INT. Carters Apt. evening 
14A) MW Carter walks thru kitchen 
14B) MS Carter walks to dresser 
14C) Low angle Carter doing push ups 
14D) MS Carter walks back to dresser, falls on bed. 
 
SCENE 15 EXT. Diner-Night 
15A) MW people exiting 
 
 
SCENE 16 INT. Diner- Night 
16A) ECU door lock 
16B) MW Lou enters room and walks up to table  
16C) MS Girls counting tips 
16D) CU Dishes 
16E) MS Girls exits the restaurant 
 
 
SCENE 17 EXT. Diner-Night 
17A) WS Lizzy and Casey outside of door 
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SCENE 18 EXT. Street- Night 
18A) SteadiCam of Casey’s walk and Carter POV 
18B) CU of Mace w/ Casey dirty 
18C) CU of arm grab 
18D) CU of Carters hand 
 
SCENE 19 EXT. Park- Day 
19A) WS Carter walks into park 
19B)  MS Dad Walks into Park 
19C) MS of Carter watching 
19D) CU of Dad giving bear to his child 
19 E) CU of Carter’s reaction 
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Scene 20 INT. Diner- Afternoon 
20A) MS Carter walks into diner and has conversation with Lou. 
20B) CU Carter 
20C) MS Lou comes out from kitchen and walks over to Carter. 
20D) CU Lou 
 
SCENE 21 INT. Diner- Night 
21A) MW The diner’s empty, the only people there is Lou, Casey and Lizzy 
 
SCENE 22 EXT. Street- Night 
22A) MW Carter watches Cassie and Lizzy exiting restaurant 
22B) MS Casey sees Carter 
22C) CU of Carters side of conversation w/ Casey 
22D) CU of Casey’s side of conversation w/ Carter 
22E) CU of bear being taken from Carter and thrown on ground 
22F) WS Dutch angle of bear on ground with carter in foreground and Casey walks away in 
background. 
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SCENE 23 (Above) Various Shots 
23A) MW/ CU Carter working around body shop 
23B) MCU Casey removing plates from table 
23C) MS Carter shaking hands with Mr. Roberts 
23D) MCU Casey reading school book in diner. 
23E) MW Carter (dirty) watching Casey as she is leaving the diner. 
23F) MS   Casey interacting with customer. 
 
SCENE 24 (Below) EXT. Diner- Night 
26A) WS Girls exit diner 
26B) MS Casey dirty w/ bike in background 
26C) CU- Scooter 
26D) MS Carter walking up/ conversation 
26E) MS Casey side of conversation 
26F) CU Casey side of conversation 
26G) CU Carter side of conversation 
26H) CU of Keys  
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Appendix D:  Production Schedule
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Appendix: E Pickups Production Schedule 
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  Appendix F: Release forms: Location, Sag contracts, extras release form 
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Appendix G: Music license 
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Appendix H:    Film Permit 
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Agriculture and Mechanical College and graduated with a Bachelors of Arts in Mass 
Communication in May 2003. He enrolled at the University of New Orleans in 2009 to pursue a 
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